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ABSTRACT
Issues related to the evaluation of instructional

programs developed under the auspices of the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory are briefly discussed. The Laboratory develops
criterion-referenced tests which form an integral part of each
instructional program. The importance of examining the reliability
and validity of these tests is noted. (DB)
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The Southwest Educational Development Laboratory is committed to

identifying educational problems, particularly those related to the culture

and economy of the Southwest, and to assure the attainment of educational

improvements through innovations directed toward change in educational

practice. The problem focus is intercultural education, emphasizing the

cultural richness of the diverse population groups of our region through

the arts, through language study and through better understanding of ethnic

heritages.

Much of the work within the Laboratory is devoted to the design, eval-

uation and development of curricula and teaching strategies to provide those

experiences which maximally develop children's potential. The major concern

being expressed in this paper and those which follow deals directly with

issues related to the evaluation of instructional programs developed under

the auspices of the Laboratory.

All instructional programs are developed from specified objectives.

These objectives range from general program goals to more specific goals for

individual lessons. The objectives within these programs form a hierarchy;

1.0 lessons are designed to systematically integrate abilities and skills and

010 progressively increase the complexity of mental abilities required to

successfully complete a curriculum.
1.4

C.7.)

While the Laboratory is interested in the extent to which these instruc-

C) tional programs produce general changes in behavior, as measured by norm-

referenced measures of achievement, our primary concern is in ascertaining

the extent to which the instructional programs produce more specific changes

El* in behavior.
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Criterion-referenced measures provide data regarding the child's ability

to demonstrate mastery of established criterion behaviors. Different levels

of criterion referenced measures are developed to more completely assess

various levels of behavior. Objectives which pertain to individual lessons

are assessed through unIt tests. Unit test items are written for each lesson

and assess recall of specific skills or knowledge directly pertaining to that

lesson. More general instructional goals are stated in the form of objectives

which reflect higher mental abilities (e.g., application, analysis, synthesis,

and evaluation). These broader program objectives are assessed through mas-

tery test items. Again, individual items are written to assess mastery of

these broader objectives for each program. Thus, criterion-referenced measures

are currently being employed to provide learner performance data. As the name

implies, criterion-referenced measures are designed to measure the child's

ability to master specific criterion behaviors. The behaviors falling within

the focus of evaluation are defined by specific criteria stated in the instruc-

tional objectives of a program. The results of these performance measures

are used to evaluate the performance of a group with respect to an absolute

standard, thereby negating the need for interpersonal comparisons. In addition

to charting specific growth curves, data from criterion-referenced measures

are important in evlauating and revising the program content, in evaluating

the efficacy of instructional sequences, andin evlauating competing instruc-

tional programi and products.

Unfortunately,'the profession has not agreed on a uniform definition

for criterion-referenced measures. Glaser (1963) defines criterion-referenced

measures as those which "depend upon an absolute standard of quality" as

opposed to norm-referenced measures which "depend upon a relative standard."

Livingston (1970) refers to a criterion-referenced measure as "any test for

which a criterion score is specified, without reference to the distribution
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of scores." Kriewall (1969) defines a criterion-referenced test as one wbich

is constructed to proviae proficiency measures relative to a specific class

of problems according to an item sampling model which requires that the test

items be homogeneous in difficulty. Ivens (1970) defines a criterion-refer-

enced measure as one which is "comprised of items keyed to a set of behavioral

objectives." Glaser and Nitko (1970) clarified Glaser's earlier definition

by stating, a criterion-referenced test is one that is deliberately

constructed to yield measurement that is directly interpretable in terms of

specified performance standards." The Laboratory develops criterion-referenced

tests from specified objectives which are directly interpretable in terms

of the specific performance standards stated in those objectives. Therefore,

our conception of criterion-referenced measures is similar to those defini-

tions provided by Ivens and Glaser and Nitko. In developing criterion-refer-

enced measures, the Laboratory recognized the corresponding need to estimate

the reliability and validity of these measrues. Laboratory specialists in

curriculum as well as those in measurement often expressed reservations about

the quality of criterion-referenced items. Therefore, it was important to

more fully examine the reliability and validity of these items to determine

our conficence in basing decisions on data supplied from these measures.

However, there was another major reason for our examining the reliability

and validity of these measures. All instructional programs eventually will

be available commercially. In keeping with the standards of the Laboratory,

it is important to fully examine the characteristics of the products being

produced, in an effort to provide viable instructional programs. Therefore,

in that criterion measures form an integral part of each instructional program,

it is important to examine the reliability and validity of these measures.

We will be discussing issues relevant to our attempts to examine the

reliability and validity of the criterion-referenced measures produced.by

the Laboratory.
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